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Content Outline

• School Mission, Vision, Values and Motto
• Save the Earth
• Cyber Wellness
• Mind-Sets



School Mission
To instil the love for learning and nurture all-

round individuals, grounded by values

School 
Vision 

School Motto

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary school years are an important phase in your child’s education as they lay the foundation for his learning. It is also the time when he is most inquisitive. During these formative years, we want to build our students’ confidence and desire to learn. We want to expose them to different aspects of learning, both in terms of academic and non-academic areas, so that they have a well-rounded primary education. We aim to give our students a broad exposure to a range of activities so that they can discover their talents and interests.At the primary level, we hope to lay a strong foundation for future learning and nurture the whole child. We aim to nurture well-balanced and confident children. We want their primary school years to be a positive experience, where they learn to make friends and develop a love for learning. All parents want their children to do well in their studies. We need to give them a good grounding in English, Mother Tongue and Mathematics - so that they will have a firm foundation of knowledge and skills to build on. We hope to broaden that foundation to include skills and values such as the ability to communicate clearly and confidently, to cooperate with others and to retain a lively sense of curiosity about the world we live in. These are critical skills and attitudes that the children would need to live and work in the 21st century.Most important of all, we want our children to like learning and enjoy going to school right from an early age.



P - We exercise responsibility towards our 
family, school, community and nation

R & D -We welcome challenges as 
opportunities for learning and embrace 
learning as a way of life 

I -We demonstrate moral courage and 
uprightness, being consistent in word and 
deed

E - We practise Servant Leadership, seeking 
to serve others through teamwork and 
personal involvement

SCHOOL VALUES

Patriotism our anchor 

Resilience and Discipline in learning  

Integrity the foundation 

Empathy in words and deeds



School Motto



Since 2020…

• We serve to save the Earth, by 

–reducing waste 

–Reducing the use of disposables

–using re-usable containers, utensils, water bottles, 
carriers, …



Australia Bushfire Tragedy 
2019 – 2020

Jakarta flood 2020 

The Urgency to Save the Earth

A baby is evacuated by a rescue team after floods 
hit a residential area in Tangerang, near Jakarta, 
Indonesia, Jan 2020 (Antara Foto via Reuters)

Thousands of people have been driven from their homes
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-50365131

https://www.voanews.com/east-asia-
pacific/thousands-shelters-indonesia-flood-death-
toll-hits-60

A tiny kangaroo, scorched by the blaze that tore through 
Cudlee Creek. Credit: Brad Fleet/The Advertiser

Rising sea level 
threatens people 
and infra 
structure along  
coastal lines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why the urgent need for environmental conservation?Increasing earth temperature leads to extreme weather conditions that are more frequent and causes greater harm. Recent examples:       hot and dry weather - wild fires (Australia)        flooding - Jakarta        warming sea - endangers marine life , food supply and affects tourism              Rising sea level threatens people and infra structure along  coastal lines       Cities in danger of sinking (Maldives, Singapore etc.)       More loss of life and damage to property during storm surges and        cyclones “The health and prosperity of humanity is directly tied with the state of our     environment”  - UN 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-50365131
https://www.voanews.com/east-asia-pacific/thousands-shelters-indonesia-flood-death-toll-hits-60


• If parents are packing food for their children, the food is to
be contained in reusable containers.

• For ordering of takeaway food from the school canteen,
teachers and students must bring their own reusable food
containers

Take Action Today for a Sustainable Future – Reduce Our Carbon Footprint 

Our Reponse:
No-disposable school



Social media is new 
terrain for many 
parents, and it can be 
hard to know if your 
child is ready for it.

Parents can ask 
themselves these few 
questions as they 
consent and monitor 
their child’s use of social 
media.  



Parents may also wish to consider third party software to enhance 
controls. Such software generally offer features as listed below:
Screen time control

• Time limit for use of devices

Content filtering
• Block selected contents

Location tracing
• Check the where-about of the children

Apps downloading control
• Limit the choice of apps to be downloaded to the devices

Remote monitoring
• Check how the device is used



This guide helps you answer this question
on social media by giving you the
information and know-how you need,
through seven broad questions and tips
that you can reflect on, to make your own
choices and raise considerate,
compassionate, and confident digital users.

The internet may have opened doors
for users, but it has also made us and
our children vulnerable in ways never
before! Find out more about the
dangers lurking online and how you
can protect yourself and your child
with this handy little guide by Project
Bluetick.

Parent
resource 

- Pri 5

Parent
resource 

- Pri 5



This Resource Kit contains
practical tips for your home,
and is the first of a series being
produced by an expert team of
passionate fathers. While the
swift pace of emerging
technologies is a challenge in
the fathering journey, it is also
an opportunity to work with our
children, to equip them
with the values they need for
life.

Parent
resource 

- Pri 5



Mind-sets

• Mind-sets are formed in children and they are 
Deep-Rooted

• The formation of mind-sets is very subtle, and 
affect their lives.

• What mind-sets are being formed in your children 
when…
– you bring them overseas during term time?
– you do homework for them?
– you rescue them from the consequences of their 

lapses?  (sense of responsibility)
– you conceal or rationalise their wrong doings?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mindset – telling the pupils that not attending school is okay, doing homework for pupilsBeing over protectiveGoing on holidays during curriculum hoursTeaching students responsibilityDelivery of homework , consent forms, PE attire, pocket money, books  etc 	Teachers will not be requesting parents to send down late homework or signed letters/consent forms, money etc10 weeks of lessons per termAll absence should be covered with MC or Official Parents’ letter Absence during Class Tests or Examination  must be supported with MC (Parents’ Letter are subjected to Principal’s approval)Holiday plans should comply to school term (Check MOE site for school holidays)



Send your child to school 
on EVERY school day

To develop the mind-set that 
schooling is important, 



Thank You
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